The Future of Cruising...
on the
Celebrity Cruises will be launching its brand-new ship,the EDGE in
December 2018. The company that brought you modern luxury in
cruising, has done it again.
Introducing a revolutionary new
ship that’s poised to change the way
you experience the world – and a
new class of ships designed to

shatter all
expectations!

EDEN: Celebrity Cruises unveils a

dramatic new venue on the EDGE.
EDEN spans three decks as the aft of the ship with almost 7,000 square feet of glass. In the
morning, Eden is a chillful escape where yoga, a good book, or coffee and a croissant can be
enjoyed with expansive views of the world. In the afternoon, Eden becomes more playful, with
hands-on entertainment, seminars and tastings to
strengthen guests’ culinary prowess, cocktailmaking skills and wind knowledge. In the
evening, Eden transforms into a fusion of
performance art, culinary exploration and
nightlife – like nothing else at sea. The Library of
Plants towers 18 feet above the Eden bar, and
offers its bounty of fresh ingredients and
garnishes for hand-crafted, artisanal cocktails.
MAGIC CARPET: Another revolutionary
addition to cruising is the Magic Carpet that will transport you to a new experience with each
deck. It is a platform cantilevered to the side of the ship and serves as an embarkation area for
tenders on Deck 2; a dining venue (Dinner on
the Edge) for 99 people when positioned on Deck
16; an extension of the pool area when on Deck
14; and an extension of onboard restaurants
when on Deck 5.
TRAVELING SOLO?: There are 918 EDGE
staterooms with Infinite Verandas and 16 OF
THESE ARE SINGLES, a first for Celebrity.
This brilliant innovation gives you open-air access to the sea whenever you wish. With the
touch of a button, blur – or even erase – the boundaries between inside and outside living spaces.

BOOK NOW! CALL US TODAY!

BE THE FIRST AMONG YOUR FRIENDS! The
EDGE will home port in Fort Lauderdale and begin
sailing the Eastern and Western Caribbean. Why
not combine an Eastern and Western voyage and
extend your awe-inspiring cruise and give yourself
an experience filled with uniqueness and
sophistication that will leave you with memories for
the rest of your life?

